
Chapter 17
Human Health and Environmental Risks



What do you think of when you consider/think 

of Environmental health risks?

Define the word CHEMICAL, create a list of 

“chemicals they you/your parents have 

used/come in contact in the last 24 hours?

Imagine living blocks away from a chemical plant 

& oil refinery, any concerns one should consider 

or be aware of ?!?! 



Environmental health is the way that different parts of  the environment 
affect our health and the way we live (biological, physical, 
social/chemical).

Ex. Smoking/drinking/drugs, traffic accidents/violence, tanning 
salons (unprotected UV radiation), poor diet, physical activity/exercise, 
mental health/stress/diseases…etc

2. Chemical is any substance that can have different effects on 
organisms (positive or negative).  

Ex.  Soap, detergent, make-up, lotions, deodorant, medication, 
foods (what is sprayed on/injected, GMO, pesticides, contaminated), household 

cleaners, hand sanitizer…etc
3. Some health concerns could be…

~Respiratory illnesses
~Cancer (carcinogens)

~Birth defects



Three categories of human health risks

Physical – include environmental factors such as 
natural disasters (cause injury or loss of life), excessive 
exposure to UV radiation from the sun (sunburns, 
cancer, radioactive substances such as radon).

Biological – diseases (any impaired function of the body 
with a characteristics set of symptoms)

Chemical/Social – exposure to chemicals ranging 
from naturally occurring (arsenic) to synthetic 
chemicals (pesticides)



Among all 3 human health risks…Biological risk cause the most human deaths 

(cardiovascular disease).   More than ¾’s of all world deaths are cause by diseases.  



Percentage of Total 
Deaths for the Leading 
Causes of Death in the 
U.S. (2017)







Leading underlying causes of death-
National Vital Statistics System, United 

States, 2022

Published by the Centers for Disease  
Control & Prevention (CDC): May 4, 2023

More than 3.2 million 

persons died in the United 

States during January–

December 2022

Car accidents, drowning, suffocations, falls, poisoning…etc



The graph above shows the spike in global deaths. The world went from 56 million deaths per year up to 67 
million deaths per year. The official COVID death count for all years of the pandemic is under 7 million. The prior 
spike in global deaths around 1960 was China’s famine that killed an extra 30 million people. 

On average, smokers die 10 years earlier than nonsmokers.
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Leading Health Risks for High-income vs. Low-income countries 

Transition in economic development affects leading health risks…

 Leading cause for Low-income = low nutrient (lack of food) & poor sanitation

Leading cause for high-income = inactivity, obesity, tobacco use 





Communicable 
diseases comprise 
infectious diseases 
such as 
tuberculosis and 
measles, while non-
communicable 
diseases (NCDs) 
are mostly chronic 
diseases such as 
cardiovascular 
diseases, cancers, 
and diabetes.



1 in 6 youths (ages 6-17) & 1 in 4 adults experience mental health disorder each year

Suicide is the 10th leading cause of  death in the United States, with an average of  132 deaths per day.



Globally, an estimated 450 million people suffer from mental 

or neurological disorders.



DALYs=disability-
adjusted life-years.

Global DALYs by 
mental disorder, sex, 
and age, 2019

Globally, 
mental 
disorders 
were the 13th 
leading cause 
of DALYs in 
1990…
7th  in 2019







Dose-Response Studies-

~Expose animals or plants to different amounts of a chemical and then observe 
a variety of possible responses including mortality or changes in behavior or 
reproduction. (Experimental Testing)

To assess the risk a chemical poses to any organism, scientist need to 
determine the concentration that cause harm in the air, water or food.

Measured as the dose of a chemical, amt. of chemical that is absorbed 
or consumed.

LD50- lethal dose (divided by 10 to determine safe concentrations for wildlife, divide by 

1000 for safe values for humans) that kills 50% of the individuals

ED50- effective dose that causes 50% of the animals to display the harmful
but nonlethal effect



milligrams of substance per kilogram of body weight.

Scientists conduct 

dose-experiments on 

rats/mice. LD50 values 

are divided by 10 to 

determine safe 

concentrations for 

rats/mice.

LD50 values obtained 

from rats/mice are 

divided by 1000 to set 

the safe values for 

humans.

LD50

ED50

Greater the index btwn 

the two, the safer the 

drug will be.  

start of LD line is 

the THRESHOLD



mg/kg = milligrams of  

substance per kilogram 

of  body weight (1kg 

=2.2lbs).



an increased 
concentration 
of a chemical 
within an 
organism over 
time

the increase 
in a chemical 
concentration 
in animal 
tissues as the 
chemical 
moves up the 
food chain.





Risk Analysis

Environmental hazard – anything in our environment that can potentially cause harm.  

 ~Hazards include pollutants (air pollution), chemical contaminants, human 

activities such as draining swamps, logging & smoking or natural disasters (volcanos & 

earthquakes)

Assessing the risk of different hazards, agencies, environmental scientists, & policy 

makers follow 3 steps…

1.. 2. 3.

Qualitative vs. Quantitative 
Balance possible harm 
against other 
considerations

Level of risk we can tolerant, 
hardest of the 3 to determine  
(consequences)



Stockholm Convention

In 2001, a group of 127 nations gathered in Stockholm, Sweden, to 
reach an agreement on restricting the global use of some chemicals

12 chemicals were to be banned, phased out, or reduced (“dirty 
dozen”)

These include DDT, PCBs, and certain chemicals that are by-products 
of manufacturing processes (caused endocrine disruptors)

In 2009, 9 additional chemicals were added to the “dirty dozen” 

REACH – (Registration, Evaluation, Authorization (approval), CHemical  
(restriction of)…agreement embraces the precautionary principle by 
putting more responsibility on the chemical companies to confirm that 
chemicals used in the environment pose to risk to people or the 
environment.  

https://youtu.be/x95DyJucHZ8
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